Solutions

Moving from Scratch to Python

LESSON 2.1

Connecting the concept to the explanation,

If Statements
For storing and
remembering values for us

Repeat Statements

User Input

Variables

Functions

Helps us to make
decisions using logic

Makes our programs a
lot more modular

A way to do the same
thing a number of times

Asking someone questions
in our program

Here are some examples of programs that students could use the programming
concepts to create with Marty
IF STATEMENT
•

Magic 8 ball

•

Helping Marty make decisions

•

Teaching Marty how to walk (decide what foot to use next, …)

•

Bump switches

REPEAT STATEMENTS
•

Creating shapes with Marty

•

Dance routine

USER INPUT
•

A program that controls what Marty does using user input

VARIABLES
•

A counting program

•

Teaching Marty how to walk (keep track of what foot was last used)

FUNCTIONS
•

A dance routine with functions to call different dance moves

•

A shape generator with functions for different shapes

LESSON 2.2

DIFFERENCES
•

Block based vs text based

•

Drag and drop vs typing

•

Less images in Python

•

You have to import MartyPy and connect to Marty in Python at the start of your
program

•

Different way of calling commands

•

Some different names for same things (get ready vs hello)

SIMILARITIES
•

Both control what Marty does

•

Have same commands although sometimes different presentation

•

Same functionality when run

Note we are assuming that one step is one square and 2 step turns are 90 degrees!
SCRATCH BLOCKS NEEDED
Get ready ; Walk 1 steps forward ; Turn left 2 steps ; Turn right 2 steps
OR
Get ready ; Walk 1 steps forward ; Slide 1 time to the right ; Slide 1 time to the left

PYTHON COMMANDS NEEDED
marty.hello() ; marty.walk(1) ; marty.walk(2,’auto’,100,0,1500) ;
marty.walk(2,’auto’,-100,0,1500)
OR
Marty.hello() ; marty.walk(1) ; marty.sidestep(‘left’) ; marty.sidestep(‘right’)

LESSON 2.3

Python commands for blocks…

marty.celebrate()

marty.walk(2,’auto’,0,-40,1500)

marty.hello()

marty.walk(5,’auto’,-100,0,1500)

marty.walk(1)

Ordering the lines of code (first activity in workbook)

3

greeneyes.hello()

1

from martypy import Marty

2

greeneyes = Marty(‘socket://192.168.8.174’)

Programming Marty in the Python shell

Marty Says…

marty.lean(‘right’)

Lean Right

Marty Says…

marty.eyes(-90)

Happy Eyes

Marty Says…

marty.lean(‘forward’)

Lean Forwards

Movement Dice Challenges
Take 5 steps forwards

marty.walk(5)

Change the sidestep size

marty.sidestep(‘left’,3,60,1500)

Take enough left steps for a 90 degree
turn

marty.walk(9,’auto’,100,40,1500)

Change the celebrate move time

marty.celebrate(3000)

Change what foot the step starts with

marty.walk(2,’left’,0,40,1500)

Take 3 steps backwards

marty.walk(3,’auto’,0,-40,1500)

LESSON 2.4

from martypy import Marty
marty = Marty(‘socket://192.168.8.174’)
marty.hello()
greeneyes.celebrate()

We haven’t defined greeneyes but we have connected our robot to the variable, marty

from martypy import Marty
marty.hello()
marty.walk(4)

We haven’t connected to a Marty!

From martypy import Marty
marty = Marty(‘socket://192.168.8.174’)
marty.hello(1500)

marty.hello() doesn’t take any parameters/values

Marty Treasure Hunt
1. Came up with the term ‘debugging’ -> grace-hopper.py -> program Marty
to walk in a square -> get checked off by teacher
2. Designed a programming computing device -> charles-babbage.py -> script
has used marty.getReady() instead of marty.hello() -> get checked off by
teacher

3. Part of breaking the German Enigma code -> alan-turing.py -> no speech
marks around the left and right values being passed into circle_dance and
sidestep -> get checked off by teacher
4. Human computer at NASA -> katherine-johnson.py -> program Marty to
walk in a triangle (get students to think about steps and turn angle) -> get
checked off by teacher

5. First computer programmer -> ada-lovelave.py -> experiment with at least
3 different commands that we haven’t already used -> get checked off by
teacher -> treasure!

